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THE ETHICS OF GAMBLING. 

The title of this paper is, in a sense, misleading. There are 
no ethics of gambling. It is essentially immoral. It recognizes no 

principle of right and wrong. It bows to no spiritual authority 
whether expressed in the form of a " 

categorical imperative," 
which appeals to immutable ideas, or in the conventional 
form of enlightened public opinion, which rests on the moral 
sentiment of the generation. It sets conscience at defiance, and 
eludes law, which gives voice to the average convictions of man 
kind. It is insensible to the disorder of which it is the parent. 
It has no respect even for the money it so carelessly passes from 
hand to hand. Among the mysteries of Monte Carlo, there was 
none greater than the heedlessness with which piles of wealth were 

pushed about. No person who valued property, or respected the 
conditions on which property was legitimately acquired, could 
vent upon it such utter scorn. The gamesters, one and all, men 
and women, appeared wholly unconscious of the uses of gold and 
silver. The pieces of coin which they threw down or picked up 

were but so many counters, representing no moral or aesthetic 

quality; neither beauty nor power; neither knowledge, character, 
nor goodness ; neither comfort nor elegance ; neither public nor 

private good-will ; neither utility nor grace. The players had no 

scruple in carrying away as the sport of an idle moment, in sheer 

contempt of toil and economy, a sum sufficient to maintain a 

frugal, industrious household for months. What money pur 
chased they did not really care for. The jewels, velvets, satins, 

wines, the gilding and damask, the servants and saloons had no 

precious quality in their eyes; the art was purely decorative. 
This is the final condemnation of all gaming, that it insults labor, 
sets the rules of life at defiance, vilifies character, flouts every 

principle which society sanctions as the basis of permanent sue 
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cess, and coolly puts aside every consideration of rectitude which 

is the best result of the thought and aspiration of mankind. 

It is familiar knowledge that, even at the present day, men 

lavish on their vices sums which no remonstrance, persuasion, or 

reasoning will extract from them in behalf of their virtues, 

Passion not principle holds the purse-strings; desire not duty 

keeps the cash-book. It is seldom, indeed, that conscience con 

trols the exchequer, and when it does, the fact is chronicled as 

prodigious. The world wonders at it and passes on as if the 

demonstration was none of its concern, a mark of eccentricity, 
a sign of personal peculiarity, possibly an indication of provin 
cial or tutored narrowness. More money is spent for tobacco 

than for bread ; more for spirits than for wine ; more for wine 

than for baths or means of preserving health and increasing vigor 

by exercise ; more for amusement than for instruction ; more for 

theaters than for churches. Actors, singers, dancers, are paid ten 

times as much as teachers and preachers are. The popular player 
who entertains people, makes them spasmodically laugh or cry, 

though he possesses but a thin vein of genius, enacts the same 

part continually, and is not associated with any of the means 

whereby human welfare is promoted, becomes in a year many 
times richer than the professor who devotes his life to the 

acquisition and the diffusion of knowledge, or the philanthropist 
who spends his soul for his kind. To excite the nerves is a surer 

way of gaining wealth and reputation than to strengthen the 

mind. To this extent are we still barbarians ; to this extent has 

civilization failed to lift men and women above their instincts ; 
to this extent have all noble influences?art, education, religion, 
love of country, love of man, love of God, failed to substitute 

intellect for inclination. When people who will not give dimes 

in charity give dollars to witness a foot-race or see a clown, it is 

pretty good evidence of the supremacy of appetite in the masses 

of mankind. To appreciate this one need not be ascetic or puri 
tanical ; it is not necessary that one should frown on amusement, 

say that laughter is mad, or grimly insist on the preeminence of in 

tellectual pursuits. We protest against being supposed to cherish 
an unreasonable prejudice in favor of seriousness or of cultiva 

tion. The fact mentioned is one which lies too broadly on the 

surface of society to be visible from only one point. It is as 

patent to the pleasure-seeker as to the philosopher, and is simply 
vol. cxxxv.?no. 309. 12 
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recognized, put in its place, reasoned on without heat, and 

without censoriousness. 

Another consideration is in place here?another fact which 

is closely related to the class just alluded to. It is matter of 

constant, universal, superficial observation, that the average 
man prefers to get money by any means that will save him 

labor, even though the means be not quite reputable, to working 
for it. In the common apprehension, the primeval curse still 

rests on toil. They who find in work their recreation, their 

satisfaction, their joy, their solace under disappointment, their 

deliverer from temptation, their relief from languor, are still 

very few. The multitude shirk labor. Witness the rage for 

speculation, the crowd at the exchange, the throng of adventur 

ers on the street, the disgraceful phenomenon of stock-gambling, 
the great company of people who live by their wits, wait for 

something to turn up to their advantage, haunt the patent-office, 

dog the steps of inventors, borrow money, live on their friends, 

hang to the skirts of successful schemers. Every man of ability 
has a score or two of successful parasites who live on his bounty 
without shame. It is thought quite respectable to take the 

money of some one else who has earned it. Carlyle's tremendous 

preaching of the sanctity of work seemed to some exaggerated 
and stale a generation ago ; but the gospel would be new and 

startling, not at all of the nature of " 
good news," to the larger 

part of any modern community, which, so one has money, does 

not ask impertinently how he came by it. 

Add to this the passion for nervous excitement which betrays 
the immaturity of our social development, and we have another 

cause of the mania we are trying to explain. The fascination of 

betting may be accounted for, in part at least, by this propensity, 
which takes men to the gin-shop, maintains the bar of hotels, 

persuades men that they can attain felicity by stimulating a 

nerve. How long would horse-racing continue if the training 
and perfection of the horse were alone considered? or foot 

racing, or boxing, or wrestling, if the element of betting were 

left out ? The stake-book is a prominent feature on all occasions 

which draw the promiscuous crowd. The raffling at fairs owes its 

popularity to the success that attends every kind of appeal to this 

irrational propensity, and to the incessant demand for nervous 

excitation. The idle passengers on an ocean steamship will 
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spend a large part of the day, amid the fumes of tobacco smoke, 
betting on the speed of the vessel, the number of knots made in 

twenty-four hours, the probable day of reaching port. Gaming 
owes its charm to this love of excitement. Love borrows from 
it a portion of its rapture. 

The law draws a distinction, and morality likewise, between 

playing with this excitement and playing without it. Playing 
with it is gambling ; playing without it is innocent amusement. 

Whist, bezique, piquet, euchre, and other games are allowed, be 
cause they may easily be played by amateurs who wish to pass 
an idle hour. Trente-et-quarante, rouge-et-noir are 

forbidden, 
because although they may be, they seldom are, played without 

peril to sanity. The lady or gentleman who sits in a parlor, and, 
soberly, sedately, without noise, glare, or intoxication of any 
sort, sits down to an innocuous game of cards, is trespassing on 
no propriety. The entertainment may be dull, but it is not 
criminal. The man who plays the same game, under circum 
stances of exhilaration, the blaze of gas, the accompaniments of 

cigars, wine, stakes of money, the lust of gain, or the delirium of 

pleasure, commits a grave offense against morals. The sole dif 
ference is that, whereas one keeps reason uppermost, the other is 
under the influence of passion. But this difference is immense. 
It is, in fact, the whole difference between the moral and the 
immoral attitude. The skill may be the same in either case ; the 
amount of calculation may be presumed to be equal ; the chances 
of favorable or unfavorable runs of fortune are no greater in 
one case than in the other; the risks in dealing, shuffling, casting 
the dice are precisely balanced,?but the one player is cool, the 
other is hot ; one can stop whenever he chooses, the other can 
not choose but go on ; one is himself, the other is beside himself. 
On this ground society may logically interfere, as it interferes to 

prevent drunkenness, to arrest suicide, to secure order. No 

game would be forbidden that caused no depravity of nature, 
that did not tend, in some degree, to confound man and beast,? 
as no drinking would be frowned on which did not dehumanize, 
no pleasure that did not degrade by weakening or perverting 
nervous energy, no vice that was moderate in its indulgence and 

brought no shape of ruin in its train. The overbalance of ex 
citement is fraught with danger. The game is suspected be 
cause it is associated with demoralizing passion, and is pursued 
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as one of those perilous devices by which men try to infuse ro 
mance into their otherwise dull existence, to add zest to their 

experience, to drag some portion of heaven down to their clay. 
To procure this, one goes to the wine-shop, another to the house 
of prostitution, another to the glutton's board, another to the 

dance, another to lascivious music. Often the devotee of pleas 
ure makes experiment of every kind of nervous exaltation, for 
the vices, like the virtues, open into each other, all conducing to 
one end?delirium. The excitement may be momentary, but 
for the moment it is intense. It is illusory, but on that very 
account is repeated. It is followed by exhaustion, but for that 
reason especially is guarded, supplemented, protracted, as much 
as possible. Gambling is the most fascinating because the most 

intense, the most lasting, and the most social. It brings the 

greatest number of stimulants together, and exerts their power 
on the most sensitive nerves. 

The distinction is sometimes drawn between gaming which 
is harmful and gaming which is harmless, that the latter is 
reduced to rule and is under control of skill, while the former is 

given over to chance. But is such a distinction quite valid ? To 

say nothing of the elements of chance in games allowed, the ele 
ments of skill in games forbidden are worth considering from 
their number and weight. The amount of brain-force expended 
in solving the problems of the gambling table is amazing. The 
theories are legion. The calculations lie in heaps. Mathemati 
cians of eminence have tasked ingenuity in devising systems of 

play, in computing numbers, the recurrence of suits, the laws of 
odd and even. The late Benjamin Peiree would stand fascinated 

watching the gyrations of skillfully handled billiard-balls. At 

any great gambling resort the players may be seen, note book 
in hand, studying signs and numbers, the succession of cards, 
the alternations of winners and losers, formulating as well as 

they can the laws of successful venture. Whatever skill can 

accomplish is allowed for. If skill were master of the whole 

problem, gambling would cease. There is no reason to think it 
ever will be, hence a wide margin for excitement, indefinite room 
for the play of passion. The flashes of suggestion only serve to 

pique the rage for speculation. Arithmetic assists madness. 
Science becomes an ally of distemper, by tantalizing curiosity, 
provoking continuance, and prolonging the insane delight. The 
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keepers of the " hell" owe a vast debt to the mathematician and 

could well afford to keep one in pay to sing the siren song which 

allures their victims to the snare. 

The nervous excitement increases with the amount of the 

stakes. Where there are no stakes or small ones the excitement 

is reduced to the smallest point. He keeps cool who risks nothing 
or no more than he can easily afford to lose. He plays for enter 

tainment and can desist when he will. But he who pledges 
more than he can comfortably part with, who ventures all he has, 

perhaps more than is his own, becomes as crazy as the drunkard 
or the opium eater. He returns to his temptation again and 

again. If he loses, he counts on redeeming his fortune; if he 

wins, he cannot resist the desire to win more. A strange irrita 

bility haunts him. A wild infatuation possesses him and drives 

him to his ruin. 
Whence the singular charm that invests money ? The gamb 

ler does not value money, does not understand its worth, attaches 

no significance to it, does not care to keep it, flings it recklessly 
about. Yet, even his imagination is caught by some splendor 

which he cannot comprehend, by some dazzling felicity which he 

associates with the silver and the gold, the sparkle of the wine 

cup, the flash of jewels, the sheen of damask ; glittering possibili 
ties of power to command the genii that minister to delight. 
The thought of being without money never occurs to him. He 

is, at least, rich in his dreams. In fancy, he lives in a golden 

age, though his abode be a garret and his food a crust. To-day, 
he stands on the threshold of Elysium; to-morrow, he confi 

dently expects to tread the marble courts. The vagueness of the 

anticipation bewilders and invites. He does not envy the miser ; 
he does not envy the spendthrift ; he does not envy the success 

ful gamester. For none of these get the full measure of enjoy 
ment out of their wealth. When fortune smiles on him the 

world will know the meaning of the smile. They are not in 

heaven?he will be. His visions are all of some future glory. 
He may fling away money in charity ; he may give it in aid of 

some public cause which stands prominent in the general eye, like 

a monument, a statue ; but these things are done, in part because 

he is by instinct kind-hearted, in part because he is reckless, in 

part because he is willing that the world should see how much 

he has and how little he prizes it. Of real humanity, of genuine 
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public spirit, he has none. Of the true significance of money he 

has no inkling of an idea. Not only is he destitute, as he must 

needs be, of any perception of the divine import of money as a 

sign of man's supremacy over the lower spheres of nature, he 

equally lacks comprehension of its higher social advantages. He 

is animal and passionate through and through. He despises man 

and he despises woman. He regards the most precious, the most 

sacred things, as purchasable. He has no respect, no reverence. 

He is a materialist, a sensualist, using money to keep men and 

women in subjection, never to serve them ; owning and enslav 

ing, never emancipating them. The influence of wealth in 

starting enterprise, initiating progress, inaugurating institutions, 

impelling combined forces, he does not appreciate or think of. 

Rather he endeavors to make social dignities tributary to his 

private aggrandizement. The true man is ashamed of his defer 

ence to money. The gambler is not ; herein resembling the menial, 
the slave, the base, scullion natures, who lose sight of the man in 

his accessories. The gambler loses the image of the man; in 

fact, thinks that he can put himself on a level with the best by 

wearing the finest clothes, the shiniest hats, the most immaculate 

boots and gloves. The passion for money is, in his case, associ 

ated with the taint of vulgarity in dress and manners. By 

swagger, bluster, strut, he makes himself the caricature of a 

man, degrading every fine quality by some perverted semblance 

of it, and punctually reversing the providential order visible in 

the subordination of show to substance, and sham to reality. 
His trade is essentially dishonest. He differs from the ordinary 

impulsive sensualist in this, that whereas the latter falls and picks 
himself up again, sins and repents, is composed of alternate 

layers of dirt and deity, he pursues an even, deadly course of 

self-indulgence, too wary to tumble into hell, too stolid to rise 

toward heaven, an unmitigated animal. This may help to ex 

plain the popular horror of the gambler as a person past recov 

ery or redemption. The philanthropist despairs of him. The 

reformer leaves him alone. They who toil to reclaim the drunk 

ard and the prostitute give him up, for they discern in him no 

capacity for revulsion. He lives on a theory which excludes 

repentance, contemplates nothing above pleasure, descries no 

heaven beyond the senses. The charities of Monte Carlo are 

famed all along the Riviera, but the gaming goes on all the 

same as if no touch of mercy ever softened the flinty heart. 
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The large subscriptions are a sop to Cerberus. Much is said of 
the care taken there to exclude minors and irresponsible people ; 
but the gaming still goes on, and all are admitted who have 

money to lose; the "respectability" is a lure to the unsuspect 
ing ; the more respectable the more seductive, for the guileless 
are ensnared to their ruin. It is even said that the hopelessly 
infatuated are in many instances warned away by the authori 

ties; but the uncharitable doubt if any are thus saved whose 

purses are heavy with coin. The existence of the bank is a pre 

sumption of inhumanity. If manliness were respected it would 
not be there. The object is to take advantage of the glamour 
which hangs about the mere possession of wealth, and which 

dimly foreshadows the celestial prophecy of the ultimate sove 

reignty of man over his circumstances. 
Our attempt to get at the rationale of gambling would not be 

complete if, in addition to the considerations above suggested, 
the predominance of passion over principle, the abhorrence of 

labor, the fascinating illusions of wealth,?was npt added the 
charm of the unknown. The belief in chance, in luck, is proof 
against argument. Fortune is still a goddess, and to her shrine 

throng the devotees of pleasure. The number of people who 

hang about the confines of the hidden world, and play with the 
dice-boxes of destiny, is amazing. There is a morbid curiosity 
to peer into the secrets of Fate and to get the start of Providence. 

Hence the licensed lotteries of Europe. The Italian government 
has no more power to abolish lotteries than the Spanish govern 
ment has to abolish bull-fights. The populace will have them, 
because, although the bank largely wins, any individual ticket 

may draw a fortune. Nobody knows what may chance. The 

lucky winner becomes rich by the turning of a wheel. The loss 

may be trifling, the gain is in most cases enormous, and hope 
makes the scales hang even, if anything inclines the beam 
toward success. The holder of the ticket takes every pre 
caution to get the powers of luck on his side, and very 

wonderful these precautions are apt to be. The border land of 
Providence is occupied by superstition. The region of the 
unknown is a region of marvels. The wildest anticipations may 

prove to be the most promising. Nothing is so likely to befall 
as the improbable. The laws of reason being suspended, 

miracles are looked for as events of course. Where knowledge 
and skill are at fault, the most random guessing becomes sound 
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philosophy. The gambling-room is a nest of superstitions, 
which show what devices are resorted to by the artful dodgers, 
who prowl about hoping to meet deity on the blasted heath and 

surprise him into surrender of his power. One notes the day of 

the month, and puts his coin on the corresponding number of 

the table; another takes the number of the cab which brings 
him to the casino, regarding that as a talisman ; a third accepts 
as an indication the figure marked on his entrance ticket, as if 

that were sure to bring luck ; a fourth is content to follow the 

guidance of the painter who numbered his chamber at the hotel 

where he lodges. No Roman augur was ever more diligent in 

watching for signs and omens. He consults wizards and sooth 

sayers. A sporting character, visiting Monte Carlo, sent to 

Paris for a pair of trousers, which* hung in his wardrobe, of a 

particular pattern that had been described to him as lucky. 
One of these madmen brought with him a spider shut up in a 

box with a glass cover, the bottom of the box being painted half 

in red and half in black. The color the spider staid on was 

chosen as tie fortunate one. Before laying down his gold 

pieces, he examined his insect to learn where he should place 
them. No sailor at sea, no savage in the wilderness, 

no necro 

mancer or alchemist or seeker after the philosopher's stone, was 

ever more credulous. 

The sense of mystery is enhanced by the contrivances with 

which professional gamblers surround their trade. The slow 

revolutions of the wheel, the swift movements of the ball which, 
spun by the operator's hand, leaps from side to side of its nar 

row channel, turns, dances gayly along, coquettishly tapping the 

rim as it goes, till, spent at last, it stumbles over the silver 

barrier and drops into the predestined square, are fascinating to 

the eye. The long table, with enigmatical lines, figures, words, 

spots of color, squares filled with even and uneven numbers, 
spaces stamped with terms of magical import,?pair, impair, 

manque, passe,?assists the illusion. The apparently lawless 

arrangement of numbers on the circle of the roulette, the dis 

tribution of numbers to the red or blaek colors, the varieties of 

possible combination, the seeming capriciousness of the rules 

which regulate the winner's gains,?certain deposits bringing 

thirty-five times their amount, certain others bringing seventeen 

times, eleven times, eight times, twice, simply the amount 

pledged,?increases the mystification. An intelligent looker-on, 
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ignorant of the technicalities, is for a long time unable to 
discover why the player wins or loses?why the bank pays so 

much to this one, so little to that one. The habitual player 
finds in these manifold combinations so many provocatives to 
his fantastical ingenuity. The realm of the possible is of indefi 
nite extent, and is fringed on all sides with marvel. In trente 

et-quarante the same effect is produced by the unaccountable 
succession of the cards, their number, the ceremony attending 
their shuffling, arrangement, selection; the cabalistic aspect of 
the board; the squares, triangles, void expanses of color; the 
outlandish terminology of the game,?aU conspire to deepen the 

impression of mystery. The routine is easily mastered, but the 

species of glamour which surrounds it is probably never quite 
destroyed. Superstition is sensitive, and the mere sight of the 

most familiar signs may be enough to stimulate the sense of 

mystery in untutored, passionate minds. 

Gambling is a mania, a rage, an irrational, instinctive im 

pulse, like drunkenness or any other nervous excitement, only 
more deeply rooted, founded upon a greater number of supports, 
associated with a larger variety of vicious indulgences,?drinking 
itself being only one,?and laying a more comprehensive grasp 
on the imagination, more difficult, therefore, to eradicate than 

inebriety or the social evil. All attempts to suppress it have 
thus far been vain. In the reign of Louis XIII. forty-seven 
gambling-houses were closed in Paris ; yet Louis XV. was fond 
of play, and indulged in its excitements. The Directory under 
took to repress the license of gaming which had broken through 
all barriers. Yet, under the Consulate, we find a chief of admin 
istration farming out the gambling resorts of the metropolis as a 

measure of police. Under the Revolution the municipality of 
Paris dealt energetic blows at the practice, and at last, in order 
to restrain excessive license, and also to prevent money from 

leaving the country, the system of public responsible casinos was 

authorized. In 1836, after long debate in the Chamber of Depu 
ties, the public institution of gambling was prohibited by law. 
The decree was put in force the following year. From that time 
dates the rise and popularity of the German watering-places. 

M. Benazet betook himself to Baden. M. Blanc, with the aid of 
a brother, set up a rival establishment at Hombourg. Yet there 
is said to be more gaming in France than ever. The prohibition 
of public play did not have the effect to diminish the number of 
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players. For one regular and regulated establishment many 

irregular and unregulated establishments, more or less fashiona 

ble, more or less vulgar "clubs" or "hells"have sprung up. 
The fashionable are winked at by the police, the vulgar protect 
themselves by wearing some species of disguise. The German 

government sets its foot on Hombourg, yet the time was, it is 

said, when the most orthodox king of Prussia had no conscience 

against the practice which in his old age he denounces. The 

English are reputed to be an exceedingly moral people, yet the 

English are in great force at Monte Carlo, and have, if dame 

Rumor speaks but half the truth, an indisputable social warrant 

for their participation in the sport. In fact, public gambling is 

forbidden by nearly every government in the civilized world, but 

private gambling is carried on in every city, accompanied by cir 

cumstances of extravagance, frenzy, recklessness, and heartless 

ness which the public establishments rarely exhibit. Still, though 
the progress of extermination is slow, it is perceptible. That the 

practice of gambling is put under a social ban ; that law pro 
scribes it; that public opinion assails it; that the moral senti 

ment of every community condemns it as a vice ; that it skulks 

from corner to corner ; that it apologizes for its existence, shakes 

off its disreputable associations, shelters itself behind respecta 

bility ; that no person who values his reputation will have any 
connection with it is already a gain. The crusade against Monte 

Carlo deserves to succeed, for the casino there, aside from its 

intrinsic turpitude, poisons the social atmosphere of the delight 
ful Riviera, makes Mentone a resort for adventurers, exasperates 
the evil propensities of Nice, and infects even such distant spots 
as Cannes on one side and San Remo on the other. Should it 

fail, that shore of the Mediterranean will be shunned by high 
toned people. But should it triumph, the pestilence will simply 
be driven elsewhere?to curse some other portion of God's earth. 

The truth seems to be that the practice will have to be out 

grown by the gradual elevation of mankind above the infatua 

tions of passion. Nothing short of an increase of moral feeling, 
or of merely prudential feeling, will extinguish the insane fury. 

As intemperance disappears by degrees,?the better classes 

renouncing it, the more fiery spirits giving place to wines, the 

heavier wines being succeeded by lighter, these being drunk in 

less quantities, and finally passed by without remark, till taking 
vinous stimulant in excess becomes disgraceful,?so will the 
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practice of gambling cease by the accumulating pressure of 

enlightened minds. Already the power of an industrial age is 

acting on the old semi-barbarous romanticism in which the sys 
tem has its roots, and will at last put an end to it, along with 

other forms of sentimentalism. 

As I watched the players at Monte Carlo, it was evident that 

the temper which animated Hombourg and Baden-Baden in the 

days of their fame, had sensibly declined. A different class of 

people crowded about the tables. The habitual gamesters were 

there, of course?the adventurers of either sex; men and women 

greedy, unprincipled, luxurious, dissipated; fortune hunters, 
tricksters, dissolute idlers. Small proprietors, unsuccessful 

traders, vagabond functionaries, briefless barristers, doctors with 
out patients, nobles without wealth, people of too much leisure, 
the restless, the unstable crowd the rooms. But the excitement, 
the rage, the fury are confined to a small number even of these. 

Ruin is infrequent; suicides are rare. A cautious, shrewd, 
business air is conspicuous. Many a sober citizen goes in from 

curiosity, puts down two or three napoleons, loses or gains, and 

goes away satisfied. He has bought his experience, and is in no 

danger of repeating the trial. It is one of the amusements of an 
idle hour. In hours of business it never occurs to him to risk 

money on the rolling of a ball, or the turn of a card. The estab 
lishment at Monte Carlo depends largely on this class of strag 
gling and good-natured vagabonds, who smile at their traveling 
adventures, but belong to an industrial age nevertheless, and, 
honestly or otherwise, earn the money which they claim the right 
to squander as they please. This commercial, thrifty, unpoetical, 
common-sense, calculating spirit makes gambling ridiculous, if 
not contemptible. It will excite no abhorrence of it as a form of 
baseness. That comes with a much higher quality of intelligence 
and refinement. It is a step, however, though a short one, in the 

right direction, and should be welcomed as one of the agencies 
which lift man out of the degradation of passion into the 
self-command of a rational being. Spiritual earnestness works 

more rapidly and more thoroughly, but for the present it works 
less comprehensively and less steadily upon great masses of 

people. It is true that large cities like New York, Chicago, San 

Francisco, abound in gambling saloons ; but adventurers will 

always flock to cities, and especially to the most imperfectly regu 
lated cities. Civilization means order, and order is at war with 
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impulse in every form. With the reign of law passion slinks 

away into corners and becomes disreputable. This is the first 

stage of its dissolution. The reign of law is, without doubt, 
extending as well in America as in Europe. The dominion of 

passion is shrinking, and must shrink, more and more, until its 
end comes. The simplest kinds of impulse will first come under 

control; the more complex, like gambling, may yield more 

slowly, but yield they must. 

O. B. Frothingham. 
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